Even the smallest act of caring for another person is like a
drop of water, it makes ripples throughout the whole pond

Co. Authored Bradley S., Rowett L
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Equipped to Care

Workshop 2

Healthy Relationships
(developing healthy caring patterns)
A manual to assist people who care about people – bringing
understanding and hope to those struggling with life issues
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Hope Trust is an Irish
charity formed in 2006 to
offer a Christian response
to the high suicide rate in
Ireland. All four branches of
Hope, namely Hope
Counselling, Hope Training,
Hope Community and Hope
Ministry, aim to assist
people struggling with life’s
problems in a holistic
manner.

Since its inception DVDs,
literature, booklets, healing
retreats, workshops,
bereavement support
groups and a counselling
service have been
developed to assist people
to address life in a proactive way, particularly
when life feels hopeless,
overwhelming and lacking
in purpose. Hope Trust
aims to educate, equip and
empower people with life
skills and, where
appropriate, offer
counselling support to
those who need it. Our goal
is to be supportive in
community outreach where
meaningful connection is
made with those who
struggle with isolation and
need to be integrated into
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society.

This manual is the second in
the series.
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Foreward

There is increasing pressure on families in the 21st Century. We need the help of
God and the guidance of the Holy Spirit to navigate the complicated issues that
societies are grappling with. The pressure to conform to modern culture, with all the
intricacies attached to being ‘politically correct’ can be conflicting for those whose
faith may not align with societal beliefs.

There is also increasing pressure on those working in one of the caring professions,
as communities and individuals struggle and need more emotional support or
physical or mental care or assistance. Budgets and personnel are stretched in trying
to rise to meet these needs.

The church has a relationship and resource that no earthly Government can
duplicate – the love, support and guidance of God and a Saviour who has already
conquered death. However we, ‘the Church’ need understanding in how to maintain
our own emotional and spiritual health so we don’t also become burned out or
overstretched This workshop is designed to assist those who want to support others
and stay healthy!
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Healthy Caring:
‘Jesus replied: ‘Love the Lord your God with all your heart
and with all your soul and with all your mind.’ This is the first
and greatest commandment. And the second is like it: ‘Love
your neighbour as yourself.’
(Matthew 22: 37-39 NIV)

Relationships
We were created with a need for connection – unlike the animal kingdom that
become self-reliant fairly quickly, humans require intense care from birth through to
the point where they reach maturity and can live a life separate from their carers.
This is a process and there are a number of stages of development that occur in
order for humans to sustain themselves not only materially, but also to co-exist in
society.

Basically our initial relationship with mother/father/or care giver is a very dependent
one, but also very important as it is from this that our sense of trust, security and
belonging stems. We need this foundation in order to separate and become
independent of our care givers, but also to learn how to co-exist with others so that
our world is not just focused on ourselves. How well we learn these lessons will
influence our adult relating styles, which maybe one of the following:


Dependent



Over-independent )



Co-dependent



Inter-dependent

)
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GOD

CO-DEPENDENCE
OVER-INDEPENDENCE

DEPENDENT

INTER-DEPENDENCE

MAN

The goal for healthy relating is inter-dependency – that is a strong sense of self,
acknowledging our need of God and others and our ability to enhance relationships
with God and others.

Whilst learning independence is an important part of separating from our care givers,
living life in extreme independence of others can lead to isolation and loss of
community and an inability to receive help or support from others, including God.

Those who are locked into co-dependent relating styles fall short of embracing fully
who God created them to be as they are constantly adapting themselves to fit others,
or lack confidence to trust their own judgement.

An important part of helping others and really understanding where they are coming
from is in sensing what they believe about themselves and others. The chart
underneath gives a guide to how people operating from the different relating styles
may experience different issues in life. It is not intended to pigeon-hole people into
categories, but is meant simply as a guide to understanding in order to inform how
we relate in certain circumstances.
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Comparative study on the ways people relate and make connection

Overly Independent
Find it difficult to let
anyone in or resistant to
consider the need to do so.
Feel it is too dangerous or
have an expectation of
trust being broken by
others.
Difficulty ‘hearing’
another’s opinion. Can be
black and white in thinking,
based on what will work for
them. Decisive

Co-dependent
Uncertain of anything outside
the system. Hyper-vigilant or
aware/sensitive to assumed or
real danger. Unable to detach
from others untrustworthy
behaviour at times

Inter-dependent
Open to trust within safe
limits. Can recognise the
potential to be able to
receive help from
another, but also offer the
same consistently

System / family dictate what is
allowed, difficulty knowing what
they think separate from the
system

Feelings

Sometimes shut-down or
withdrawn. Choose not to
share their emotions with
others. Difficulty with
intimacy. May appear
selfish

Communicating

Quite direct, sometimes
detached
Capable of forming
relationships however
expresses limited need for
them. Can be cautious
and suspicious - loners
Can be defensive
Reveals no needs or wants
Determined and capable

Can feel emotional but difficulty
in expressing or identifying
them - expresses others make
them feel the way they do.
Alternately they may feel numb
due to emotional suppression
or avoidance of self by feeling
others feelings
Indirect - Often through a 3rd
party/messengers
Drawn to familiar patterns –
caretaking, abusive partners,
suspicious of healthy relating

Open to consider others
opinions but able to
reach a conclusion
through own reasoning
power and based on
personal convictions
Can identify and own
their own feelings. Able
to make healthy choices
despite their feelings and
allow others to own their
own feelings

Trust

Decision
making

Forming
relationships

Behaviour

What others
think about
them

Control

Conflict

Relating to God

Appears confident, strong,
sometimes intimidating.
Others wish they knew
them better. Not a team
player
Need to feel in control –
uncomfortable submitting
to others control
Aggressive if crossed or
elusive if the issue not
considered important to
them. They have a need
to win either openly or
through passive means
Sometimes angry at God –
feels distant and has
difficulty in trusting Him –
struggles with authority
figures. Sometimes feels
s/he doesn’t need God.

Open, objective, willing to
listen
Desire to work
harmoniously with others.
Open and approachable

Enabling – appear very
adaptable
Can be perfectionistic or have
unrealistic expectations of self
Low self esteem
Uncertain of how to respond to
healthy boundaries. Others can
take advantage of them

Empowering
Encouraging
Inclusive, kind to self and
others. Dynamic
Find them approachable
and enjoy being with
them. Potential team
player

Feel a need to perform for
everyone else to feel in control.

Comfortable with it –
either having it, or
submitting to healthy
authority
Calm, may not enjoy
conflict but not afraid to
confront issues, willing to
compromise but looking
for win/win situation

Avoidant and afraid of
offending, can be intimidated.
May deny issue rather than
face someone’s negative
reaction – concerned about
what others will think
Afraid of God, sees him as
difficult to please and
demanding – feels all choices
been removed, need to follow
rules and regulations. Difficulty
understanding grace.
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Can communicate
intimately with God,
teachable. Relates as a
son, not a slave –
appreciates the rest of
the body. Loves God, self
and others.

Our goal is inter-dependence but it can be a journey getting there. Does this chart
show there are any growth areas for you?

Awareness is the beginning of understanding.

Our churches hopefully represent a loving community where people who do not
exhibit good relating styles can start to bond, become involved, belong and change
in their behaviours. Jesus walked daily with a group from varying backgrounds and
must have experienced quite a few highs and lows in that time. Interestingly He
reflects a lot of tolerance and love, but also asked some very challenging questions
of his disciples and people in authority.

Healthy Relationships


We are created by God completely dependent upon our parents/caregivers as
infants – good bonding in this period leads to the ability to form relationships
later on and to develop trust. Lack of bonding may lead to difficulty in trusting
and love. Patience and consistency is a key to developing adult trust.



Good parenting skills enable a child to become more independent, capable of
making confident healthy choices and decisions. A healthy balance in this
allows a child to acknowledge their own capabilities, experiment and take
risks, know their limits but not feel guilty about asking for help when this is
required. Creating opportunities for people to learn these skills in a safe
environment can address a lack in this area.



However the opposite may also be true with people becoming overly
independent, perhaps through negligence by caregivers, through break down
in trust between child and parent, (role reversal) or through extreme
expectations from others. All of these can lead to detachment from others,
inability to form intimate relationships, or perhaps to recognise when outside
help is required, or to ask for it. Learning how to relate in a team can help
address this area.
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Sometimes parents are enmeshed with their children and don’t allow them to
become independent – preferring them to be dependent upon them well past
the time when they should individuate. For example, mothers or fathers
making decisions for their adult children, continuing to provide finance or
housing for them when they could be earning. Over involvement in the lives of
their children’s families, such as being the overbearing ‘mother outlaw’. Our
children are loaned as a gift to us from God to nurture through to maturity and
are not our possession. If we have this perspective it can help in readdressing
the focus and expectations parents may have of their children (or children
may have of their parents).



The goal to reach is moving from dependence, through individuating, to more
independence. At the same time recognising our need of God and others,
thus arriving at the point of inter-dependence. At this juncture we can have
developed a healthy understanding of our purpose in life, our need of giving
and receiving support from others and our reliance on God.

Four keys reveal just how close we are to achieving our goal.
 Self-esteem – (not rejecting one’s own reality, believing in one’s value) God
created us with individual identity and purpose
 Ability to set limits for themselves and others (boundaries to how one will
allow others to treat them, or they treat others, also not having unrealistic
expectations over what they can manage) God instructed us to rest and also
that we are a part of one body, reliant on each playing their own part. God’s
expectations of us, and our own, should correlate
 Understanding and interpreting needs / wants / emotions (recognising
and acknowledging how one feels and having realistic expectations of having
one’s needs and wants met) Emotions are not ungodly, they are indicators of
areas that need attention. Denying them is not godly, nor are we to be ruled
by them
 Ability to relate to others and God (how inter-dependent one is – how
trusting and trustworthy, ability to form intimate relationships)
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Being human, it is altogether possible that our perceptions of what is right are
incorrect or that our parents were not able to fully reflect God’s best for us during our
growing years. There are varying levels of dysfunction in all families – biblical
examples certainly reveal that to us! However in some families relating has become
distorted and may have led to what are referred to as co-dependent behaviours;
which keep individuals locked into certain expectations of themselves and others. It
is important to try to understand where people are coming from, but to treat them as
adults and not to create more dependencies in our helping others to become whole.

Understanding Co-dependency
Co-dependent behaviour develops within families or systems where there are
problems such as addictions, mental illness or some other secret or problem. There
are unwritten rules or laws that hinder the development of healthy relating and cause
individuals to have an inability to interpret, validate or know themselves fully without
support from someone else. They have less opportunity to develop self-esteem or
coping skills and may develop unhelpful behaviours to get their needs met, because
they are unable to either identify they have needs, or feel able to ask for help. Their
lives may be marked by constant crises, illnesses, taking offence easily,
indecisiveness and a belief that other’s opinions are more important than their own.

Typical personal co-dependent behaviours
A person growing up co-dependently may exhibit some of the following:


Feeling controlled by others and events, but is also controlling – afraid of
events happening naturally, feel unsafe by what is unknown. They need
certain behaviours to feel safe (for example they may feel suspicious when
someone is kind and respectful to them, they don’t feel they deserve it or are
worried about the agenda behind the kindness as they are accustomed to
harshness and know what to do when others are harsh to them) They may
feel they have to threaten, coerce, give advice, use manipulation or
domination, guilt or helplessness to shape events
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Having a need to rescue others or be rescued by others (they don’t have the
confidence to believe they are capable of doing things as well as others, or
conversely they feel their only value is in helping others)



They often distrust or have an inability to receive help from others, feeling
uneasy when others focus their attention on them. They suspect the motives
of others



They have anxiety over getting things right, are very judgmental of themselves
and often are perfectionistic over what they expect of themselves



Whilst they may experience a lot of feelings, they can avoid owning or
discussing them. Perhaps because they have learned to distrust through the
misuse of emotions by others or through being punished for expressing them



Intimacy problems – unsure of unconditional love, don’t feel worthy of it,
suspicious of motivation, can’t trust that it is true



Unable to express their own reality – don’t know who they are, or lack
confidence in who they are as they have usually been belittled or programmed
to be whatever their superiors have told them to be



Caretaking behaviour – they care more for others than themselves,
sometimes because they have never been cared for, or out of fear they
believe they must do this. They can feel responsible for others and have
difficulty in letting go. Or alternately want others to be responsible for them
and care take them



Hyper-vigilance (heightened awareness to potential danger/threat) with little
ability to relax and be at rest



They may experience physical illness related to stress



Difficulty in saying no. Difficulty setting boundaries – perhaps they have not
experienced these or been allowed to set them, uncertainty over what is
appropriate



Decisions made around what they think others want, uncertainty over whether
their own choices would be appropriate or acceptable



Enmeshment in relationships – friendships/jobs/roles – they feel they need to
fix others, but can become resentful if this is not appreciated or martyrs
expecting acknowledgement
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They fear rejection or abandonment – tend to lose their true identities – adapt
themselves to project an acceptable persona

Typical family rationale where there is co-dependence
They carry a lot of shame and have learned that it is :


Not okay to talk about problems (family secrets)



Feelings should not be discussed openly – keep them to yourself



Communication is best if it is indirect, one person is used as a messenger to
speak to another



Important to appear to be strong, good, right, perfect



Make others proud, beyond realistic expectations (fear of failing them)



Not alright to consider themselves – ‘don’t be selfish’ (constantly believe that
others are more important to own detriment – as a result they may have no
personal boundaries)



More important to do as I say, not as I do



Not alright to play, or be playful



Important to not rock the boat

What can be normal behaviour in a dysfunctional family


Belt hitting, slapping across face, screaming, name calling



Sleeping in the same bed, nudity in front of child beyond 3 / 4 years or
exposing child to adult intimacy



Neglect or inconsistent supply of the basic needs of the child for love, support,
care, being listened to, food, shelter. Child may feel they do not have the right
to expect any of these



Conversely they may be over-indulged and have no guidance over personal
limits – instant gratification or a grandiose sense of entitlement



No problem solving skills, no guidelines for social conduct, neglect to teach
about personal hygiene and grooming
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Or else being too strict, boundaries stifling, punishment without
understanding. No explanation or understanding given for decisions being
made



Conversely, a parent may over protect a child, not allowing the child to face
the consequences of their own abusive and dysfunctional behaviour



Making a child a confidante or a party to adult issues

Some universal keys to establishing relating goals in functional families –


Discipline understandable, not abusive, objective and appropriate to age –
both parents need to abide by what they have agreed upon



Clear boundaries between the adult and child world, not exposed to adult
problems or intimacy or to be made ‘confidants’. Children are not equipped
emotionally to handle adult issues.



Instruction that will help a child understand their physical, emotional and
spiritual development and will assist in handling difficult situations with
themselves or in social situations.



Being trusted with responsibility for chores age appropriate – this marks the
beginning of understanding purpose



Guidance over what is acceptable social behaviour and acceptable personal
hygiene leading to developing self-care disciplines



Consistency around expectations from both parents – the beginning of
understanding of consequence for actions but not in a harsh manner, leading
to the development of a sense of fairness, justice and boundaries



Explanations that gain understanding for the child help create security,
particularly if these are consistent. Whilst a parent is entitled to say ‘because I
said so’, it may have the effect of a child being compliant, but without
understanding why the act of obedience is important



Children should be supported in bearing the consequence of their actions and
not have their parents over protect them
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Children need help in developing the ability to delay gratification, to wait
patiently – children should not be over indulged or given a sense of
entitlement through never hearing ‘no’



However if promises have been made to a child they should be kept and the
child’s needs listened to; the child thus develops trust and hope



Love – laughter – nurture – fair treatment to all siblings – develops a sense of
belonging within the family and connection to the outside world

All the above keys could be utilised in developing healthy relating within the church
as well. People need to be nurtured into carrying responsibility and participating
more fully in the body.

How to address dysfunctional patterns


Recognise what your particular behaviours are:
- where rescuing > challenge your motivations – relate to others as capable
adults
- where controlling > challenge what is behind the fear / manipulation
- where you are seeking to be controlled > learn to trust yourself, your abilities
and allow God to build your self-esteem
- where compulsively fixing others > challenge what you believe about
yourself – why are you doing this?
- where out of touch with your feelings > investigate denial – what are you
hiding from?
- where fearing rejection / abandonment > allow healing to encourage
acceptance and bonding with God and others and reclaim your true identity
and God given purpose
- challenge your negative personal belief systems – you have value
- if you find it hard not to take offence at things people say or do > challenge
yourself over why it’s hard to let these things go, what you are personalising
and why – does someone else’s opinion really determine who you are?
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Learn how to communicate, listen and express yourself assertively but with
grace as well



Learn appropriate boundary setting



Identify toxic relationships – expect to be able to engage with people who are
emotionally available and don’t need you to rescue them



Give yourself permission to fail, be weak, not have all the answers, accept
help from others and God

Helping someone who has come from a co-dependent background


First and foremost don’t rush into ‘fix it’ mode. Spend the time in developing a
genuine relationship – remember that its God’s kindness that leads us to
repentance. God has overlooked the unlovely in us in order for us to know
how valued we are. We need to afford the same privilege to those we interact
with



They have often not been respected in life – treat them with respect and allow
them to find their own voice, rather than being told what to do. Find the time to
listen to them



Help them feel they are not alone and assist them in getting a sense of
belonging. Within a church context it would be helpful to belong to a group as
they may become vulnerable to dependency towards one person



Assist them in understanding boundaries through loving and healthy
expression of these. They need to understand that it is alright to say no and to
hear no as well, without feeling guilty or rejected. Also that others will hold
them to kind correction if there is manipulative behaviour



Help them to understand what their motivation in doing things is. If helping
others is to meet their own need to be needed, whilst their help might be
useful, God would want them to have their needs met in different and
healthier ways. It is possible to know this by the way they feel or react if
someone does not appreciate them or their contribution. As a relationship is
built up – self-help, self-care instruction may assist to gently challenge some
old behaviours. Understanding can often bring change as long as this is
handled sensitively and doesn’t cause shame to the hearer
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If they are receiving counselling, emotional space needs to be made to assist
them in grieving the losses from their childhood and in order to embrace new
behaviours and belief systems. External care and prayer by people around
them will facilitate the more painful aspects of the counselling process



Communicating the goal of inter-dependency and what that means, will help
them to recognise the unhealthy behaviours and relationships that have had
them trapped in the past, and set for themselves new goals to work towards

Exercise:
Take some time to evaluate your family of origin – how important were the following
to you as a child?

1. Understanding your value / self esteem

2. Setting limits on personal expectations and with people

3. Recognising your needs / wants and emotions

4. Relating to God and others in intimacy

If there were gaps in your early years, how has that affected how you relate to
people today? Discuss with one other person the impact this has had on your
relating in existing relationships
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Pitfalls of developing emotionally dependent relationships

It is possible to form bonds or attachments to another person in which there is an
unhealthy cleaving and too much ownership is invested into that other person. This
is not a pattern of relating but a specific exclusive relationship, often arising out of a
co-dependent background. One can identify this if some of the following are present:


Exclusive and inappropriate relationship - (often same sex) – but others can
feel uncomfortable and excluded when with them



Form an attachment to someone – giving them an elevated position of power
– too much exclusive investment into that person, giving them rights that we
might not feel comfortable giving to anyone else



Desire to ‘own’ or ‘be owned’ by them – jealousy when they spend quality time
with others. Need to share everything with them



Need to bounce all decisions off them, spend increasing amounts of time with
them and have feelings of love which are not appropriate



Difficulty making decisions, or spending time, apart from them



They become an idol in one’s life



Start modelling your clothes, speech, and behaviours around them



Painful breaking away from this bondage and soul ties – feel extreme grief or
agitation as if losing a part of oneself, however it’s important to break free in
order to enjoy healthy relating with others

Any relationship should be open enough for God to be in the middle of and have the
capacity to include others. 1 Samuel 18 – 20 describes a close loving relationship
between David and Jonathan who made a covenant with one another. Close
friendships can offer great support and, as with Jonathan and David, may have the
element of watching each other’s back. However as with David and Jonathan they
were willing to consider what was best for the other and accept God’s best for the
other, even at the expense of releasing each other. There was no jealousy or
possessiveness in their relationship.
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In order to protect oneself from forming unhealthy relationships, one must consider
how good we are at erecting and maintaining emotional boundaries in our lives; as
well as abiding within the constraints of the spiritual boundaries that God has
established.

Boundaries
‘No matter how much you talk to yourself, read, study, or practice, you can’t develop
or set boundaries apart from supportive relationships with God and others. Don’t
even try to start setting limits until you have entered into deep, abiding attachments
with people who will love you no matter what. Our deepest need is to belong, to be in
a relationship, to have a spiritual and emotional “home” ... Attachment is the
foundation of the soul’s existence. .. when we lack relationship we have nowhere to
go in a conflict’ Dr. H.Cloud and D. J. Townsend in ‘Boundaries’
‘Fitting in is about assessing a situation and becoming who you need to be to be
accepted. Belonging, on the other hand, doesn’t require us to change who we are, it
requires us to be who we are’. Bréne Brown in ‘The Gifts of Imperfection’
Have you ever –
◦ Found it difficult to say ‘no’ to someone
◦ Found yourself being manipulated into doing things you don’t want to do?
◦ Felt rejected when someone has said ‘no’ to you
◦ Found yourself shutting down to avoid conflict
◦ Felt fearful of others abandoning you if you don’t comply?

Frequent occurrences of the above may be an indication that you have difficulty in
setting boundaries with yourself or others

What are boundaries?
In physical terms they are demarcations or property lines, such as fences or walls
around a property. In human terms in relationships it clarifies where we end and
where the other person begins. When another individual doesn’t acknowledge the
effect of his/her actions upon you, you need to set a limit to protect yourself from
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further difficulty. This may be communicated through words, actions and at times
with the help of another person. We also need to be open to acknowledge other
people’s right to set limits with us without taking offence or being defensive.
Henry Cloud and John Townsend in ‘Beyond Boundaries’ would say they can be
differentiated into two categories:

Defining boundaries
 they indicate our value system – who we establish we are, or are not – they
are at the core of our identity and reflect what we most value in life (our beliefs
around God, family, self, purpose in life) Where I begin and where I end.
People who have no sense of self have difficulty in establishing their value
system, their defining boundaries may communicate to others that they are
valueless.

Protective boundaries
 are designed to ‘guard your heart’ in times of danger or trouble. Such as when
your values, emotions, gifts, time or energy may need protection from people
or situations that may waste or injure them. When talking doesn’t work
anymore, then another limit needs to be set. (i.e. ‘if you continue being thirty
minutes late to events, I will take a separate car’).

When we are insecure about setting boundaries, usually it is because we are not
secure that we are loved. We are then forced to choose between two options:


Set limits and risk losing relationship (through rejection)



Don’t set limits and remain a prisoner to others’ demands
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Are you aware when there has been a boundary violation?


How do you usually respond to this?

Discuss with others when it is appropriate to share something that has
been entrusted to you, if so, under what conditions?


Work material



Family issues



Prayer request

How are boundaries formed?
They are modelled to us and form through various fundamental developmental
stages through our childhood. In the absence of adequate childhood modelling, it is
possible to learn boundaries as an adult; particularly through relationship with a safe
role model.
‘so that Christ may dwell in your hearts through faith. And I pray that you, being
rooted and established in love, may have power, together with all the Lord’s holy
people, to grasp how wide and long and high and deep is the love of Christ’
(Ephesians 3: 17-18 NIV)

Bottom line when working or relating to people who have little or no experience of
boundaries, is that there are key issues to develop alongside of addressing
behaviours.


A sense of belonging, or acceptance of them as people (love the person,
reject the bad behaviour)



Opportunities to develop trust in others and themselves



Learning that it is alright to have limits and learning what those are



Understanding their emotional world and taking responsibility to handle their
emotions safely. Taking responsibility for themselves (and not others)
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Childhood development of boundaries
Bonding – just as God desires that we become so sure of His love for us and His
attachment to us we need also to develop human attachment to feel connected.
From birth this bonding is usually with primary caregivers, the parents. The baby
does not see itself as separate from the mother developing a sense of security
from the warmth, nurture, consistency and love imparted through parents. A strong
attachment is formed through this bonding process which helps form the sense of
‘belonging’.
Separating – is the stage when a child starts becoming an individual, making new
discoveries, exploring the environment. Parents being too restrictive at this stage
may lead to the child becoming overly dependent in later life, lacking the
confidence to trust self

By the age of 3 – we should be
able to know
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Adolescents have more mature
concepts to tackle

Adulthood : major changes
taken place as movement
away from college, home,
schooling

Individuation – continually testing if boundaries are going to be held, lacking
judgement and often without any impulse control. Good parenting allows for
exploration but with limits; no limits at this stage can encourage lack of
control of personal passions in later life.

Rapprochement (renewal/assuring self of relationship) - Child more aware of
outside danger returning back to parents for protection but as an individual, not
as part of one of them.


They discover their own anger and how to express it. Over control by
parents of this may lead to learning to suppress anger, whilst learning
how to handle anger appropriately allows for someone to trust their
sense of when someone is trying to control or hurt them in later life.



Learning ownership at this stage –‘ me’ and ‘mine’ being words used
frequently. Whilst parents need to guide the child away from
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selfishness, they must also allow for some ownership as well to help
develop stewardship. Important as a part of learning responsibility


Children at this stage will also learn the word ‘no’. Often over-used but
they use it to separate themselves from the things they don’t like and it
gives a sense of power. Good parenting allows a child to feel safe
enough to say no; not all the child’s choices will be followed obviously
but enough listened to so that he has a sense of setting some
boundaries.

DON’T withdraw emotionally from a child that says no, or be insulted or
enraged by them – STAY connected – its tiring but worth pushing through.
A child also needs to learn respect for others’ boundaries; he/she needs to
hear no. DON’T give in to temper tantrums, however be kind and calm (own
your own feelings of anger and ask for help from God in not projecting them
onto your child).

What stops boundary development


Withdrawal of love – adults need to stay attached, or else child learns ‘I am
only lovable when I am good’ which may result in them only developing the
compliant side of their personality, distrusting and fearing other parts which
may appear aggressive, or may reflect the truth.
People growing up with this may find it difficult to believe they have a right to
set a boundary - feel they need to be polite, uncomfortable saying no.



Being made to be responsible for parent’s feelings. Parents who say ‘you
made me feel sad’, use silence for no reason, a hurt tone of voice, crying
spells, illness or yelling may cause their children to fear isolation and
abandonment, and a fear of expressing any boundary
People growing up with this may find it difficult to set boundaries – fear
manipulation almost as much as abandonment
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Over reaction by a parent to a child’s attempt to set a boundary or try to
individuate
People can lack confidence, be fearful, or act inappropriately when needing to
set a limit



Hostility in discipline tends to suppress freedom of choice and can lead to
legalism; whilst kind discipline teaches responsibility – wise discipline
encourages active choice and not blind compliance and leads to growth and
understanding the reason behind a boundary. ‘They disciplined us for a little
while as they thought best; but God disciplines us for our good, in order that
we may share in his holiness. No discipline seems pleasant at the time, but
painful. Later on, however, it produces a harvest of righteousness and peace
for those who have been trained by it’.(Hebrews 12: 10-11 NIV)
People growing up with rigidness or hostility may need to be told what to do,
not confident in knowing what they want- may control their own children with
laws



Over control – over precaution – children have no freedom to make
mistakes. Child becomes dependent and has difficulty in setting their own
boundaries
People growing up with this may experience confusion – lacking in freedom,
co-dependent upon others for guidance



Over indulgence – no discipline at all, no consequences for actions, no
structure. May lead to inability to understand others’ boundaries, or need to
set their own limits
People growing up with this may over indulge themselves, may have no selfcontrol and lack the ability to delay gratification, they have few boundaries



Inconsistent limits – boundary confusion because childhood full of strict and
then lax parenting with many double messages. Can be suspicious as adults,
with difficulty trusting those closest to them
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People growing up with this may be inconsistent in their own parenting styles;
uncertain of the principles behind why the boundaries are important.
Suspicious of others and their own abilities


Trauma – leading to a belief that the world is not a safe place or that the loss
of control they experienced in their lives means they can’t trust normal
boundaries – hyper vigilance required all the time
People growing up with this may have little in the way of freedom – they feel
the need for a lot of control and their boundaries are very focussed on
protection

Healthy relating includes healthy boundaries and a church environment could be an
ideal setting to display how to live and demonstrate these.

How can the church community communicate a sense of belonging?
…………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………….

The church leadership structure to establish and encourage :

1. An understood ethos within the church family of what sort of behaviours,
attitudes and values are considered important to those within and outside the
church; they will know us by our love. This needs to be communicated or
displayed and not presumed upon; people have understanding at different
levels and may filter this understanding through very different lenses
2. Encouraging the whole church in how to actively participate together –
activities that create inclusion. Be approachable – not ‘us and them’ mentality
- friendly, caring, kind. When this ethos is ‘felt’ amongst church family it
naturally translates to outsiders

3. Points of connection within the community to meet those who feel isolated
and need connection
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4. Building support teams who can work together, who have clear boundaries
and are secure in who they are and what they believe

5. Mentoring of others

6. Supervision of ‘carers’ for input and offloading thus protecting against ‘burn
out’ or feeling fatigued by caring

Developing a culture within the
church family and outside that
encourages community

7. Non-judgemental acceptance
regardless of different value
systems

8. Willingness and openness to listen
9. Not walking away when hearing difficult issues; or referring on to appropriate
sources of help where necessary, but continuing to ‘be there’
10. Show respect when discussing differences
11. Spending time together
12. Offering opportunities for people to serve, work and play within the family
13. Creating structure for those who don’t have any
14. Accountability for those who are in need of it
15. Staying connected when behaviours are ‘unlovely’
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16. Communicating loving boundaries
17. Reflecting the love of Christ (being Christ to them)
18. Supporting them to make responsible choices
19. Educating where appropriate and respect has been
earned
20. Offering prayer, support, counselling
Ten Spiritual Laws of boundaries
(paraphrased from ‘Boundaries’ Henry Cloud and John Townsend)
Whilst the emotional boundaries described above are developed, or learnt, spiritual
boundaries operate automatically regardless of one’s level of faith. If they are
complied with, one can experience blessing and conversely one can experience the
opposite. Physical laws such as gravity are automatic regardless of whether we want
them to be or not, so too are spiritual laws. For instance:

1. Sowing and Reaping
‘Do not be deceived: God cannot be mocked. A man reaps what he sows. Whoever
sows to please their flesh, from the flesh will reap destruction; whoever sows to
please the Spirit, from the Spirit will reap eternal life.’ (Galatians 6:7-8 NIV)
Natural consequences – overspending or not budgeting leads to lack. Healthy habits
like balance of eating, exercise and sleep leads to good health. Critical spirit leads to
being left open to criticism.
Someone bails you out every time you overspend as a young student, you don’t reap
the consequences of your overspending – your mother or father pay the price. Who
loses? Them and you – fruit of rescuing irresponsible people is continued
irresponsible behaviour for them, and burdens for you.

A rescuer can be co-dependent and have no boundaries himself, thus believing he is
responsible for others spiritually, emotionally and physically.
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Establishing boundaries helps a co-dependent or boundary- less person stop
interrupting the law of cause and effect or sowing and reaping and forces the other to
become responsible.

2. The law of Responsibility
‘My command is this: love each other as I have loved you.’(John 15:12 NIV)
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We are part of a body and responsible for our responses towards each other; this
requires us not to become self-centred and hold onto our own rights, but strive to be
loving towards one another. However when Jesus loved He also set limits to
behaviour. He accepted the prostitute but told her to stop sinning when the crowd
had gone. So we need to learn to give to needs, but put limits on sin. This requires
us to be responsible and speak into others’ lives responsibly, however we are not
responsible for the choices others make.

3. The Law of Power
‘I do not understand what I do. For what I want to do I do not do, but what I hate I
do... For I do not do the good I want to do, but the evil I do not want to do – this I
keep on doing... but I see another law at work in me, waging war against the law of
my mind and making me a prisoner of the law of sin at work within me’. (Romans 7:
15,19,23 NIV).

Some people have a real need to be in control. In AA or the 12 Step model one of
the first requirements is that an addicted person admit they are powerless, much as
Paul does. In doing this they are owning their own weakness, admitting to God that
without His help they cannot make it. Human logic tells us to exercise our own will
and for some this works, but then it places the emphasis on our own strength. To
gain power we need to release it to the Lord ; admit we are weak, confess our need
of Him and humble ourselves asking for His help and the help of others who can lead
us back to empowerment.
God grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change, the courage to
change the things I can, and the wisdom to know the difference.

We should not think we have the power to change others, it is our attempt to control
and change others that often crosses boundaries. WE can change and become
healthy in how we relate and that can influence others to change as well.

4. The Law of Respect
‘Do not judge, or you too will be judged. For in the same way as you judge others,
you will be judged, and with the measure you use, it will be measured to you. So in
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everything, do to others what you would have them do to you, for this sums up the
Law and the Prophets.’ (Matthew 7: 1-2 NIV)
When people fear what others think of them (they’ll never speak to me if they know
how I really feel) they focus on others and lose clarity about what they actually think
and feel. That leads to judging others when they set boundaries upon us, we can feel
condemned when someone says no to us, but it also leads to lack of freedom for the
other. However, if we do not judge and we respect that others have the right to set
boundaries, we give them the freedom of choice without a necessity to conform to
our way of thinking or acting.

5. The Law of Motivation :

What drives us to give or do things? Is it fear/ loss of love or acceptance / fear of
others’ anger / fear of loneliness / guilt / payback (have to compensate) / seeking
approval / over identification with others’ loss, feel the other persons feelings too
intensely?
Service based on fear leads to lack of freedom - giving without an agenda can lead
to blessing

6. Law of Evaluation

Therefore each of you must put off falsehood and speak truthfully to your neighbour,
for we are all members of one body.’ Ephesians 4: 25 NIV)
Sometimes we fail to say things that may need correction because we are afraid of
hurting the other, or cautious about an angry reaction, we may tolerate shoddy work,
etc., in order to keep the peace.

7. Law of Proactivity
‘You, my brothers and sisters, were called to be free. But do not use your freedom to
indulge the flesh; rather, serve one another humbly in love. If you bite and devour
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each other, watch out or you will be destroyed by each other’. (Galatians 5: 13,15
NIV)

For every action there is an equal and opposite reaction! This can apply to someone
changing out of a dysfunctional family system – for instance making healthy choices
to move away from an abusive partner. But this needs to come from a place of
balance and establishment of their own boundaries, without any reactive damage to
someone else. Power is not something you demand or deserve, it is something you
express. The ultimate expression of power is love, it is the ability not to express
power, but restrain it. Proactive people are able to love others as themselves;
express mutual respect. A reactive stage is a stage, not an identity (part of the
process of change).

8. Law of Envy
‘You desire but do not have, so you kill. You covet but you cannot get what you want,
so you quarrel and fight. You do not have because you do not ask God.’ (James 4:2
NIV).
Healthy boundaries allow us to enjoy and celebrate each other’s victories,
accomplishments, personalities, etc. Envy always sees what is not possessed by
them as ‘good’ – their own feelings of emptiness don’t lead them to action (you have
not because you ask not ‘also work not’) they rather spend time comparing their lack.
Envy should always be a sign to you that you are lacking something. At that moment
you should ask God to help you understand what you resent, why you do not have
whatever you are envying, and whether you truly desire it.

9. Law of Activity
‘But my righteous one will live by faith. And I take no pleasure in the one who shrinks
back. But we do not belong to those who shrink back and are destroyed, but to those
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who have faith and are saved.’ (Hebrews 10: 38-39 NIV). We need to try and fail
sometimes in order to learn. Passivity only allows a person partial engagement in life
and themselves. A 2 year old that pushes against home laws, learns fast and
establishes himself quickly – it is part of the energy of who he is (like an emerging
bird from a shell). Passivity leads to death – taking a hold of life – knocking, seeking,
asking, helps us create and establish our own boundaries.

10. Law of Exposure - (being vulnerable enough to be known for who you are)
Boundaries are basically about relationship and love (how to co-exist) and need to
be communicated. Withdrawing quietly and passively instead of saying no, is not
loving. To secretly resent instead of communicating feelings over hurt is not healthy.
We endure the pain of someone else’s irresponsibility and stop them from growing
more. Love given grudgingly without honesty leads to feelings of lack of love. We
need to communicate openly and not indirectly or through manipulation.
‘But everything exposed by the light becomes visible – and everything that is
illuminated becomes a light. This is why it is said: ‘Wake up, sleeper, rise from the
dead, and Christ will shine on you’ (Ephesians 5: 13-14 NIV)

Exercise on spiritual and emotional boundaries:
Bible study on woman caught in adultery: (John 8: 3-11 NIV)
‘The teachers of the law and the Pharisees brought in a woman caught in adultery.
They made her stand before the group and said to Jesus, ‘Teacher, this woman was
caught in the act of adultery. In the Law Moses commanded us to stone such
women. Now what do you say?’ They were using this question as a trap, in order to
have a basis for accusing him. But Jesus bent down and started to write on the
ground with his finger. When they kept on questioning him, he straightened up and
said to them, ‘Let any one of you who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at
her.’ Again he stooped down and wrote on the ground. At this, those who heard
began to go away one at a time, the older ones first, until only Jesus was left, with
the woman still standing there. Jesus straightened up and asked her, ‘Woman,
where are they? Has no one condemned you?’ ‘No one, sir,’ she said. ‘Then neither
do I condemn you,’ Jesus declared. ‘Go now and leave your life of sin.’
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NB : The Law required that both parties of adultery be stoned to death
The Pharisees sought to discredit Jesus and exposed the young woman in the midst
of a crowd at the temple courts, dragging her into centre focus of everyone’s gaze.
Jesus’ focussed away from her trying to distract the crowd with his writing in the
sand. He asks them the challenging question which really confronts their own
hypocrisy. Only a sinless person would have the right to ask such a question in
reality! He then communicates with the woman with respect and kindness, but is
gently firm as well.

Looking at spiritual laws and emotional boundaries – what do you observe in
the following?


Looking at the Pharisees behaviour what would you say was their goal and
how were they trying to achieve it?



Were there any boundaries crossed here?



Is this a behaviour still in evidence today; if yes, how would you address it?



When considering Jesus’ reaction to the Pharisees, how were these
behaviours addressed? Was there anything else he could have done?



What were the possible dynamics between Jesus and the woman? In what
ways did he respect her?



Taking into consideration Jesus’ response to her – is it, or when is it,
appropriate for us to give direction to others and how?

Possible answers to the bible study above:
Spiritual laws of boundaries –
Law of power –


Pharisees misuse of their position to try to trap Jesus but also showing a
total disregard for women



Jesus didn’t enter into their arguments/game playing. Helped them to
consider that we are all subject to the law and cannot use parts of it to suit
our own needs.
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Could have humiliated them but chose not to –

Law of respect –


no judgement by Jesus towards woman – she may have been scantily clad,
an object of attention and scorn and yet his gaze was averted.



He not only did not accuse her but he also trusted her to change her own
life afterward. Released her to go on her way.



Also respected the Pharisees to examine their own hearts – didn’t accuse
them, simply asked them a question

Law of responsibility –


Despite Jesus’ acceptance of the woman he did still hold her accountable to
address the sin in her life – however that was between the two of them but



Jesus was indicating to her to set limits in her life.

Emotional Boundaries:


Sense of belonging/acceptance – Jesus recognised her vulnerability but
stayed with her – no judgement or accusation



Trust of self and others – Jesus didn’t feel the need to justify or defend. He
was willing to treat the Pharisees as adults and knew His own authority in
the situation



Limits – he was willing to not control the outcome – setting a limit to his
involvement which meant him stepping away from ‘taking control of winning
the argument’; however his actions led to a preferred outcome



Responsibility – Jesus took control of his own feelings, very careful with
what he said and did in order to protect his emotions and hers. Left her to
make her own decisions.

Looking at the above passage on Jesus’ involvement consider the following. Is it
appropriate to give direction to someone else?
 When in a situation involving conflict
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 Where you can see someone else is struggling to make a decision

 When someone is doing something that is against your own principles

‘For this very reason, applying your diligence [to the divine promises, make every
effort] in [exercising] your faith to, develop moral excellence, and in moral
excellence, knowledge (insight, understanding), and in your knowledge, selfcontrol, and in your self-control, steadfastness, and in your steadfastness,
godliness, and in your godliness, brotherly affection, and in your brotherly
affection, [develop) Christian love [that is, learn to unselfishly seek the best for
others and to do things for their benefit]’. (2 Peter 1: 5-7 AMP)
Part of Christian character is displayed through developing our levels of
trustworthiness. It is a value that cannot be understated when working with people
who have damaged boundaries or have come from difficult backgrounds. Their
experience in life has often led to mistrust; people’s words and actions may not have
been consistent or truthful, leading to confusion over who they can, or cannot trust.
One of the ways in which safety and security can be gained in a relationship is
through the demonstration that we are able to work justly and confidentially with
others, that they recognise that we are seeking the best for them. Confidentiality can
increase trust in a relationship.

Confidentiality

Is there a difference between secrecy and confidentiality?

What are the positives / negatives?
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Whilst both inspire confidence that one’s personal business will remain private
without the fear of having details disclosed without permission to unknown recipients,
there is an added burden to the hearer in the case of secrecy. If one has been
silenced and it is found out that someone might be in danger, one is powerless to
warn or alert others to this fact. Secrecy can lead to bondage for the hearer – if
someone feels the need to share a ‘secret’ with someone else, it suggests that it is
difficult to hold that information to oneself, hence the need to share it – but swearing
someone else to secrecy is asking them to hold this information alone without the
opportunity to share with anyone else.

Confidentiality, on the other hand, is different in that one can define the boundaries
around which private information is shared i.e. as in a doctor’s surgery certain
administrative staff may need to be aware of records, tests, etc. Teaching staff would
need to work as a team, sharing certain information as and when necessary. Carers
or helpers have a duty of care to inform a designated authority figure should one of
their charges be in a position of danger. Most churches have designated a safe,
confidential person within the leadership team who needs to be informed if there is a
need for mandatory reporting, or alerting the Gardai if someone is in danger. If
someone discloses within a private setting or to a friend – one can still stop the
person and warn them that we might have to share with someone else, we don’t
have to be trapped into silence.

So confidentiality is the obligation not to disclose willingly any information obtained in
confidence. The dilemma is how to avoid undermining trust and still share
information when it is in the best interest of a person to do so.
Good practice calls for helping to share information by:


Enhancing motivation to do so when it is in her/his best interest – this comes
with understanding the reasoning behind a disclosure and previous
conversations on the boundaries within which confidentiality is held. You are
not letting a friend ‘down’ if there is a need to keep them safe.
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Empowering to do so – the person being disclosed to recognises when there
is a danger attached and knows they cannot maintain silence. The person
disclosing information recognises that they need referral in order to be
assisted more.

Limits of confidentiality

Duty to Warn:

Court cases have held that when an individual indicates the intention of doing
something harmful, dangerous, or criminal to self or others, it is the (professional’s)
duty to warn appropriate parties. This includes:
o The family of an individual who intends to harm her or himself
o Others the individual’s actions may harm
o Appropriate authorities and emergency responders

Child Act requires
o Mandatory reporting of retrospective abuse (years later) Tusla (HSE) to
protect children at possible present risk
o or in cases where it is deemed that a child is at risk – such as:
o Supply, or distribution, of an illegal substance such as drugs or alcohol
o Sexual intercourse between minors whether consensual or not. Except
when the child is between 15-17 and in a consensual sexual relation
with a person no more than two years older
o Sexual interference/abuse from an adult to a child
o Physical abuse or violence towards the child
o Neglect or reckless endangerment of the child
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How to communicate confidentiality limitations in a community setting
Possibly by displaying this poster so people are aware of limitations
WHAT WE SAY HERE – STAYS HERE
(unless you give me permission to share it)
There are some exceptions to this rule - if you :


Tell me you are being abused, physically and/or sexually



Tell me you are going to hurt yourself, or



Tell me you are going to hurt someone else

In these cases I MUST contact someone to help

Exercise 1
You are in the supermarket when you bump into a work colleague of your brother/sister.
When they spot you they immediately launch into an angry rant about something your
brother said you said about them.


How do you feel?



What do you think the other person is feeling?



How would you respond?

Exercise 2
You have been chatting to a stranger on the street who seems friendly. You notice a
number of scars on their arm and they talk about feeling lonely.


What’s going through your mind?



What do you think is the best thing to do?

Exercise 3


You hear that your neighbours have just lost a child through miscarriage. You have
been quite friendly with the wife up ‘til now but she has withdrawn from everyone
and is refusing to answer your calls.



How are you feeling?



What is your concern for her?



What do you feel is an appropriate response?
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Knowing yourself better
In order to respond to someone empathically and hear their ‘heart’ it is of great value
to understand and become comfortable with one’s own emotional world. This is often
a neglected part of development because we do not want to be ruled by our
emotions, we tend to ignore or try to suppress them. However our emotions are
indicators of how we are reacting to certain triggers and if we take notice of them, we
can make healthy choices about how we respond. When we are more emotionally
self-aware we can often recognise others’ emotional responses more easily and
relate more intimately with them. God created them with a purpose!
Try identifying what emotions someone else is feeling in your conversation
with them, and then clarify with them whether you are accurate or not
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Supportive Community
One of the possible issues for people working in the support field is in protecting their
own health and safety from possible burn-out or vicarious traumatisation (transferred
trauma). When we are called to ‘love our neighbour as ourselves’, this is not to the
exclusion of either and really if we don’t take as much care of ourselves as we would
another, we may end up having little to offer. Obviously there is a balance in not
becoming overly self-absorbed but even Jesus needed to be alone in prayer at
times, or away from people to re-engage with God.

Personal Supports:
N.B.


Look after yourself – you can’t help others if you are worn out!



Don’t take on more than you feel comfortable with (boundaries?)!
KNOW YOUR LIMITS – if you are unsure of these evaluate yourself after
dealing with certain people. If this is an increasing drain, perhaps you need to
learn to limit how many of these type of people you interact closely with



You are not responsible for the choices another person makes, but you can
offer support…



Who can support you? How good are you at asking for support when you are
in need. If you find yourself gravitating to the same person all the time,
ensure you are not becoming a drain to them, widen the circle of support.


Who are the people you turn to when you need understanding, honest
feedback, encouragement, support, or assistance of any kind? This might
include family members, friends, neighbours, co-workers, and professionals
who provide special services.



Consider these people as your personal support system. Picture them in
your mind's eye and experience the feelings you have about them.
Contemplate how each of these people contribute to your life. Also picture
the ways in which you support them.



Draw a picture with yourself in the centre and the members of your personal
support group around you. Next to each person, write in how he or she
supports you. If you need to strengthen your supports, consider what
changes you want to make.
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Help yourself and others
Six steps to mental and spiritual wellbeing:
1. Connect: Connect with the people around you: your family, friends, colleagues
and neighbours, (God). Spend time developing these relationships. Don’t wait
until you are desperate, socialise regularly

2. Be active: You don't have to go to the gym. Take a walk, go cycling or play a
game of football. Find the activity that you enjoy, and make it a part of your
life. Seek God proactively in meditation, worship, prayer and fellowship

3. Keep learning: Learning new skills can give you a sense of achievement and
a new confidence. So why not sign up for that cooking course, start learning
to play a musical instrument, or figure out how to fix your bike? Don’t let
yourself become stagnant or too comfortable spiritually either.

4. Give to others: Even the smallest act can count, whether it's a smile, a thank
you or a kind word. Larger acts, such as volunteering at your local community
centre, can improve your mental wellbeing and help you build new social
networks.

5. Take notice: Be more aware of the present moment, including your feelings
and thoughts, your body and the world around you. Being present in your own
world and in touch with God in the everyday moments heightens awareness
of self, others and God and leads to more fulfilment and embracing life.

6. Take time : Be intentional about scheduling in time for yourself in whatever
way energises you. Out in nature, reading a book, or being with others. Know
yourself and diarise time for yourself.

Warning signs


Recent social withdrawal and loss of interest in others, activities, etc.
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An unusual drop in functioning, especially at school or work, such as quitting
sports, failing in school, or difficulty performing familiar tasks.



Problems with concentration, memory, or logical thought and speech that are
hard to explain.



Heightened sensitivity to sights, sounds, smells or touch; avoidance of overstimulating situations.



Dramatic sleep and appetite changes or deterioration in personal hygiene.



Rapid or dramatic shifts in feelings or “mood swings.”



A vague feeling of being disconnected from oneself or one’s surroundings; a
sense of unreality.



Unusual or exaggerated beliefs about personal powers to understand
meanings or influence events.



Fear or suspiciousness of others or a strong nervous feeling. Uncharacteristic,
peculiar behaviour. (American Psychiatric Association)

Linkages
There is strength in unity and this can be said for organisations, churches or groups
that form networks or know the resources that are available to them. It’s particularly
pertinent when there is replication; concentrating on what we do best or are called to
can strengthen and focus the help we are seeking to offer.
EXERCISE:

You have recently moved town and you do not know anyone in your area.


What would be your first priority and why?

What would be helpful information to help you link into your
neighbourhood?
Your church/organisation is seeking to reach out more effectively to ‘your
neighbour(s)’ and you have been asked to develop a ‘resource file’.


What local services/organisations details need to be in this file?



What national services/organisations details need to be in this file?
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What else would be helpful to have in this file|?

Your church/organisation is seeking to reach out more effectively to ‘your
neighbour(s)’ what systems/structure would be helpful for your church to
put in place to support members in this ministry (consider the size of your
congregation)?


How will this encourage volunteers to remain committed over a period of
time?



What experience have you learned yourself from working in this type of
situation in the past? Is there anything you would not want to see
replicated?

Your church/organisation is seeking to reach out more effectively to ‘your
neighbour(s)’ and you have been asked to contact key local ‘stakeholders’.


Who would it be helpful for you to contact?



What do you need to know from them?



What do they need to know about this initiative?
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There are four published workshops in this Equipped to Care series

Workshop One
Relating and responding to others in an empathic way
Workshop Two
Developing healthy caring patterns by being aware of our own and
understanding others
Workshop Three
Responding to those affected by suicide and self-harm
Workshop Four
Understanding anger, conflict and bullying and developing more proactive
responses

For more information about obtaining booklets or organisation a workshop contact
Email: hopetrust.ie@gmail.com
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